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ABSTRACT 
 

Blood is the main component of human body. Blood is composed of Red Blood Cells, White Blood Cells, 
Platelets and other artifacts. Blood is considered as the main source of identifying various diseases like 
Malaria, Anemia, and Leukemia etc. In these diseases the main region of interests are the blood cells.  The 
main focus in these diseases is to carefully check the blood cells because these cells in one way or another 
are either attacked by the parasites or some disorder in their shapes, sizes and colors. These features of 
blood cells have fundamental importance in the study, because different disorders result in different 
diseases.  Due to the challenges in the light microscopy the digital images produced are noisy and need 
proper processing, that the features like size, shape, color and internal features like nucleus its size and 
color (WBC) of the various blood cells are clearly studied. This work mainly focuses on the enhancement 
of contrast in the YCbCr color for algorithms like KNN and K-means Clustering as because in the YCbCr 
color space the enhancement results in different colors for Malarial Parasites, WBCs nucleolus and other 
artifacts. Hence, it is easy for grouping these regions into different classes. This work is the start of a 
complete automatically diagnosis of Malaria, Anemia and Leukemia. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Blood is composed up of various 
components in which the main components are: Red 
Blood Cells(RBCs), White Blood Cells (WBCs), 
Platelets and other artifices as shown in Figure: 1. 
There are a lot of diseases in which these cells are 
attacked either by parasites or internally some 
disorder they varies in their shapes sizes and even in 
colors. As in Malaria the parasites are injected by 
the female Anopheles in to the blood which travels 
to the liver and become parasites on it. After some 
time these parasites introduced their selves by the 
process of mutation to the RBCs. In initial stages 
they are detected as rings in the cells which are very 
small and needed to be examined carefully as 
because Malaria parasite has four species and the 
identification of the specie is necessary. In the same 
way, due to the iron deficiency causes acute anemia 
and the size of the cells become smaller than the 

actual size. Similarly is the case in Leukemia, it is 
group of cancer of the blood cells, in this the 
abundance of WBCs is checked as because in 
normal blood the WBCs are small in number. All 
these diagnoses need proper attention and 
visualization, because the underlying patient is at 
the disposal of the physician and his life is 
important.  

 

 
 

Figure1 Shows The Different Types Of Blood Cells 
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Currently, the microscopic studies are mainly 
manual, which results in poor identification as 
human to err needs a lot of expertise in the field and 
also requires a lot of time and effort as compare to 
the automatic method. The rest of the paper is 
organized in the following sections: Section-II 
mainly deals with the related work in the field, 
Section-III reveled the details of using YCbCr color 
space instead of any other and the conversion 
processes from RGB to YCbCr color space.  
Section-IV focuses on the proposed methodology, 
Section-V discusses results and its comparison in 
the three color components of YCbCr and Section-
VI puts light on the conclusion and future work.     
 
2. RELATED WORK:  

Most of the studies for blood cells 
segmentation, counting and parasites detection has 
been made but did the underlying work just as pre-
processing and mostly concentrate the smoothing by 
median filter or some other filters. This is the main 
step which lay down the foundation for further 
studies. Thus, for proper identification and 
extraction features the work has fundamental 
importance. In the work [1], apply the local low pass 
filter for adaptive luminous correctness and then 
RGB image was décor- related into luminous and 
chrominance components using YCbCr, but no any 
enhancement is performed further. Studies [5,6], 
only applied the median filters of 5*5 with SE=disk 
for smoothness and pay no any attention to 
enhancement. In study [2], the color normalization 
using adapted gray world normalization is used but 
this computationally complex and time consuming. 
The study in [3], gives attention to the de-noising 
the image and then used Brightness Preserving 
Dynamic Histogram Equalization (BPDHE) 
algorithm, having better results. In [4], the uneven 
illumination was dealt by using a separate image of 
illumination to subtract from images later , which is 
not a logical way as the problems is to enhance the 
image first not at later stages. In the same way in 
[7], the RGB image is transformed to black and 
white and then some thresholds are set but the 
results have no, answer for dark regions.  While the 
studies [6, 7, 13], do not addressed the color 
enhancement or image enhancement at all, in the 
work for the danger of parasites removal. In the 
same way in [11], only the RGB image is converted 
to gray scale, filtering 3*3(Median) is then applied 
and also histogram equalization is performed but the 
results smoothened the image but do not clearly 
show the hidden features in the darkness. The study 
[12], is purely related with the enhancement of color 
images RGB, for Malaria parasite specie, 

“Falciparum” but only focus on the dark stretching. 
In the RGB, color space the partial, dark and bright 
stretching was done in [17]. The 3*3 average filter 
is used as image as de-noising the image and then 
for contrast adjustment the image is transformed to    
YCbCr color space, shows better results as compare 
to RGB.   
 
USING YCbCr AND CONVERSION FROM 
RGB: 
Actually the microscopic images have the problems 
of illumination in the RGB color space and have 
best results in the YCbCr color space. The de-
correlated YCbC color space also provides three de-
correlated channels Y, Cb and Cr. Channel Y is a 
chromatic luminance channel, where as chromatic 
channels Cb and Cr correspond to the difference 
between blue component with a reference value and 
difference between red components with a reference 
value, respectively.[19] Also the use YCbCr the 
image dark areas plus minute details are clearly 
exposed without the stretching and when the proper 
stretching is applied the results have clearly shows 
the differences.[16] The conversion follows the 
recommendations of CCIR 601 but is normalized so 
as to occupy the full 256 levels of a 8-bit binary 
encoding. [18] The equation:1 shows the 
conversion: 
 
Y={0.299 𝑅 + 0.587 𝐺 + 0.114 𝐵} 
Cb={−0.1687 𝑅 − 0.3313 𝐺 + 0.5 𝐵 + 128} 
Cr={0.5 𝑅 − 0.4187 𝐺 + 0.0813 𝐵 + 128} 
 
Equation: 1 
 
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY: 

As the image set in this work is obtained 
from the image database of web-site [20], the thin 
blood smears are used as because they have more 
details as compare to the thick blood smears. In the 
proposed method the acquired image is passed 
directly without de-noising from conversion process 
i.e. from RGB color space to YCbCr color space as 
the reason is mentioned earlier. In the enhancement 
two things are important that the features may not 
lose and the original shape may not disturbed. The 
de-noising step is eliminated as the features are very 
poor in appearance and near to loss when any filter 
even at 3*3 is applied. Next, each channel of the 
YCbCr is checked by plotting histogram of the 
Luminance (Y), Chrominance Cb and Cr, and then 
each channel is enhanced using the histogram 
matching (ENav algorithm) with the given below 
equations: 
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𝑓(𝑖) = 𝐼𝑜  1[𝐼𝑖(𝑖)]                     (1) 

where,  
 
𝐼𝑜  1 𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝐶𝐷𝐹 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒  

𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐼𝑖( ) 
 

𝐼𝑖(𝑘) = �𝑞𝑖

𝑘

𝑗=0

(𝑗) =
1

𝑇𝑝𝑒𝑙�𝑖𝑗              (2)
𝑘

𝑗=0

 

 
where, 
 
𝐼𝑖(𝑘) = 𝐶𝐷𝐹 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 
 
𝑖𝑗 , 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑗𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑛  
𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 
 
Tpel is the total no. of pels in the input image 
 
k={0,1,2,3, ……….Max}, Max= Maximum Gray Level 
 
 
𝐼𝑜(𝑙) = ∑ 𝑞𝑜𝑙

𝑗=0 (𝑗) = 1
𝑇𝑝𝑒𝑙

∑ 𝑜𝑗                 (3𝑘
𝑗=0 ) 

 
where, 
 
𝐼𝑜(𝑙) = 𝐶𝐷𝐹 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 
 
𝑜𝑗 , 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑗𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑛  
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 
 
Tpel is the total no. of pels in the Output image 
 
l={0,1,2,3, ……….Max-1}, Max= Maximum Gray Level 
 
After enhancement of all the channels i.e the Y 
(Luminance), the Cb (Chrominance) and the Cr 
(Chrominance) are combined in single image, which 
shows best result as shown in the results section, 
clearly the image is then ready for any processing 
like segmentation. In the results section, all the 
results including histogram details are subjected to 
examine. Two images are taken one is an ordinary 
blood smear having RBCs, WBCs and platelets 
while the other is an in-vitro slide in which only Red 
blood cells having malaria parasite specie 
“falciparum”, in its ring stage can be easily 
examined. The flow diagram of the proposed 
methodology is given in figure: 2    
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK: 
In this paper the main interest is that to enhance the 
image in such a way that it becomes suitable for 
further processing, like segmentation of Red blood 
cells, counting of Red blood cells, Segmentation and 
identification of White blood cells, platelets 
removal, checking the morphology of the cells, 

malarial parasites detection and identification in 
detail, as the method is also checked on the smears 
having parasites and other abnormalities of cell and 
gives good results. The main advantage in this 
method is that the every component becomes visible 
in a separate color and this is the main goal in any 
identification or in any segmentation process to 
segment the object of interest in a unique color or 
identification to easily extract them from the 
background.  
As a future work, we do not stop it at this point 
because this is an initial step of a complete process 
i.e. how to segment Red blood cells?, how to  count 
them further?, how we can detect leukemia?, how 
we can detect malarial parasites in Red blood cells, 
their four species identification, their life cycles 
study etc. The main hurdle in this whole process is 
this preliminary work because the slides of blood 
were stained with the Gimesa and all the 
components has then very slight variation in 
intensity levels as one can examine it in the original 
image.  
Moreover, the histogram studies clearly show the 
problems and then their solutions as one can 
examine them all in the results section. The 
proposed method is checked on a set of 90 images 
and has good results, but due to the space deficiency 
only two results are showed in the results section.  
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Diagrammatic Representation of Proposed Methodology: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Shows The Proposed Methodology Work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image Acquisition using light 
microscope 

Conversion to YCbCr Color Space  

Split the converted image into: 

Y 
 

Cb 

 
Cr (Chrominance) 

Enhance the Y 
component 
using ENav 

 

Enhance the 
Cb component 
using ENav 

 

Enhance the Cr 
component 
using ENav Algo 

Combine all the components  

Output Enhanced Image 
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RESULTS: “Results of normal thin blood smear having RBCs, WBCs, and Platelets” a) Original RGB Image, b) 
Original YCbCr Image, c) Original Y Component Image, d) Enhanced Y component Image, e) Original Cb component 

image, f) Enhanced Cb Component Image, g) Original Cr component Image, h) Enhanced Cr component Image, i) 
Enhanced image in 

Image Histogram 

 
a) Original RGB 

Image 

 
Histogram clearly shows that 

the Image is dark 

 
b) Original Image in YCbCr 

Color Space 
 

Histogram clearly shows that 
the Image is dark 

 
c) Image Y Luminance 

Component 
 

Histogram of the Y Luminance 
Component of the Image 

 
d) Enhanced Y 

Luminance 
Component 

 
Histogram clearly shows 

the distribution of intensity 
levels 

 
 
 

i) Final Enhanced Image in YCbCr Color Space 
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 Results of Malaria parasite “Falciparum” affected thin blood smear  a) Original RGB Image, b) Original YCbCr 
Image, c) Original Y Component Image, d) Enhanced Y component Image, e) Original Cb component image, f) 

Enhanced Cb Component Image, g) Original Cr component Image, h) Enhanced Cr component Image, i) Enhanced 
image in YCbCr color space 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Image Histogram 

 
e) Image Cb Component 

 
Histogram of the Cr Component 

shows the group of intensity levels at 
the middle 

 
f) Enhanced Cb Component 

Image 

 
Histogram clearly shows the 

distribution of intensity levels 

 
g) Image Cr Component  

Histogram of the Cr Component 

 
h)Enhanced  Cr Component 

Image 
 

 
Histogram clearly shows the 

distribution of intensity levels 

 
 

Histogram clearly shows the distribution of intensity levels 
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Image Histogram 

 
a) Original RGB Image 

 
 

b) Original Image in YCbCr Color 
Space 

 
Histogram clearly shows that 

the Image is dark 

 
Histogram clearly shows that 

the Image is dark 

 
c) Image Y Luminance Component 

 
Histogram of the Y 

Luminance Component of 
the Image 

 
 

d) Enhanced Y Luminance 
Component 

 
 

Histogram clearly shows 
the distribution of 

intensity levels 
 
 

 
i) Final Enhanced Image in YCbCr Color Space 
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Image Histogram 

 
 

e) Image Cb Component 

 
 

Histogram of the Cr Component 
shows the group of intensity 

levels at the middle 

 
f) Enhanced Cb Component 

Image 

 
Histogram clearly shows the 

distribution of intensity 
levels 

 
g) Image Cr Component 

 
Histogram of the Cr Component 

 

 
h)Enhanced  Cr Component 

Image 

 
Histogram clearly shows the 

distribution of intensity 
levels 

 

 
Histogram clearly shows the distribution of intensity levels 
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